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The Political Attitude of Four Literary Radicals
in the Age of the ?reat Reform Bill
I propose in this thesis to sketch the general historical
background of the period just prior to the Great Reform Bill
of 1832, and then, having outlined the abuses which led to the
bill's passage, to show how four typical literary radicals in
the period were affected by social and political conditions
and how these men contributed or failed to contribute to the
great cause of reform, I shall treat differing types: Words-
worth, a radical, in the period turned good; Shelley, an unpar-
donable (to his generation)! alist of revolt and theoretical
philosopher of reform; Byron, a romantic idealist of rebellion,
and Cobbett a journalist and active propagandist in the polit-
ical field. My purpose implies then, in addition to my intro-
ductory historical sketch, a second section treating the writers
enumerr> ted.

Part One

Chapter I
The Nineteenth Century in English History is the period of
Reform. The work of the century began in the year 1816. After
Waterloo England emerged from the great European struggle suc-
cessful. She was Mistress of the Seas and held securely the
empire and commercial supremacy which Portugal, Spain, and Hol-
land had almost grasped. The American Colonies had broken away,
but there still remained her possessions in Canada, Australasia,
and South Africa. With the beginning of the year 1816 the direc-
tion of national interest and energy turned from the great Euro-
pean war to a struggle for intrrnal reform. The first successful
step in this tremendous effort was reached with the passage of
the Reform Bill of 1832. In order to understand clearly the need
for reform and the struggle! which took place, it is necessary to
describe briefly the existing conditions in England in I8I6,the
reason for this state of affairs, and then the steps taken in the
movement for Parliamentary Reform.
When peace actually came with the ba ttle of 7/aterloo , it brought
with it even greater distress than had been know during the war.
Early in the year The Morning Chronicle opened "O wondrous Peace,
Peace without a parallel," and after bidding the observer mark
14
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the desolation in town, the writer says,
"Turn to the country, then, and witness there
Tenants in gaol and landlords in despair,
Industrious hinds that "beg for work in vain,
Recovered lands that turn to waste again."
The agricultural system had changed with the passing of the
years and it was so handled as to "bring disaster to the work-
in<rman. The old method of farming with each family havinp-
certain strips of lan* for itself and then the "open-field"
or "comr.on land" had become impossible and died out. Llany
of the small farmers or yeoman found it hard to make a living
and sold their land to the men in the upper class who were
land hungry, and who amassed large estates for profit, prestige,
and game-preserving. England during the last half of the
eighteenth century led in scientific agriculture largely be-
cause these men of higher education and broader experience
loved these country homes, and depended on these estates as
well for large incomes. They invested large sums of money
in these holdings and the re its rose enormously. Thf rents
as a whole Were' far- too hi£h and the. farmer unable to pay,
went farther into debt as the yeirs passed* By several acts
of Parliament the "open-field" was abolished and the large
farms came into being. The majority of these Enclosure Bills
were most harmful to the poor. These acts were promoted by
landlords and passed by two houses compose* of this same
class of men. As a consequence the compensation riven to
the individual small farmer was in most cases inadequate,
and he could not set himself up again as a farmer under the
new system which was costly, the fencing alone being an ex-

pensive item. Under this new system there grew up -'lass dis-
tinctions. The owner of the estate
,
quit e often an absentee,
"belonged to the upper gentry, known as the landed aristocracy.
Very often he employed a manager to oversee the estate. Under
him came the tenant farmer who rented a certain part of the
estate. Below him came the poorest man of all, the labourer
on the farm who worked for pay, having no land of his own to
cultivate. It was he who suffered most under this new system.
As it developed , the tenant farmer became poorer and poorer.
The landed aristocrat remained aloof. The lower middle class
became poor and the poor became paupers. The "enclosures"
had increpsed the food supply and the national wealth, but the
wealth had prone to the landlord, the parson, and the nobility.
The new plan was welcomed as a means of keeping the people in
their proper place. It kept them downtrodden, and if that was
their proper place the plan worked very well. It worked at
least to the satisfaction of the aristocracy.
The Industrial Revolution but served to make the rural
population more degraded than before by taking away, at the
time when the need was greatest, the home manufacturing which
had been carried on for centuries. The rapid growth of in-
dustry seemed to do more harm than good to the working classes.
The rural family had from feudal times done its own spinning
and weaving. The hand looms in these homes had supplied the
people of England with cloth. With the introduction of the
power looms and the growth of the factories, this industry was
monopolized, and the farmer lost this source of income. In

spite of the increase in manufacturing, the working class of
the towns were as destitute as the farmers. The towns had
grown up almost overnight with no thought for the people who
worked and live^ in them under the most unsanitary and un-
healthful conditions. The many hours of work, the hard labour,
and the little recreation has left its mark on the Cockney
Englishman even to this day. The population during these
.years increased rapidly causing more misery. The farmer seek-
ing work in the town in order to live caused the wages to be
lowered and this affected the entire working class. After the
war, the monopoly of foreign trade, which England had enjoyed,
stopped. Thousands of demobilised soldiers were thrown on
the industrial market. The government in an attempt $0 alleviate
the conditions passed the Poor Laws , stipulating that a cer-
tain amount be given to each one according to the price of
bread, so that there should be a minimum income, This did no
good, but pauperism, now common and no longer a disgrace, became
prevalent.
Hitherto workingmen had taken no interest in politics nor
thought much of the trend of the existing system except when
England was endangered from without. Meanwhile the power of
government had passed into the hands of the nobility and the
landed aristocracy. England so far as the outside world saw
her was prosperous. Her industry an* commerce easily gave her
the supremacy, and in the opinion of Europe this was due to the
excellence of her government. Her institutions had remained
intact while the continental plovernine rats one after another had

changed. England had a free representative government with
the elected house supreme. England was deemed a model. On
close examination the conditions were found not to be all
they seemed. Although England vjbs supposedly a limited mon-
archy with representative government, it was in reality an
oligarchy with the representation that of the aristocracy.
Each county sent to Parliament two representatives re-
gardless of the size or population of the district. Land
was the qualification for voting, and as the land under the
new system of agriculture was owned only by the aristocrats,
they were the only ones who could vote. The condition in the
boroughs was even worse. These also had as a rule two rep-
resentatives. When a new town came into being, the Xing could
if he chose summon from it two burgesses to Parliament. Once
it received this right it usually retained it. On the other
hand the Xing need not give it the privilege if he did not
choose. Some of the boroup-hs had no inhabitants , one waar ?ta
green mound'1 , another was under the sea, and yet the owner of
that particular piece of land had a right to nominate and
send his two representatives to Parliament. In other cases
the number of inhabitants was so small that they could be
bribed by the corporation. Some sold their appointments to
the highest bidder. This was known as borough-monger ing and
it was against this that much of the outcry was made. This
matter of selling seats received so much disapproval that a
Bill was introduced into the House of Commons against the
sale of seats in Parliament. Windham in opposing the bill
claimed that there was no reason why they should not be sold.

In response to this an editorial appeared in the Edinburgh
Review which condemned this abuse which threw the nomination
of seats into the hands of the borough patrons ,an^ which ex-
pressed the opinion that the most imrortant and beneficial of
all reforms would be that which should prevent the exercise
of this power. Property it said had a natural influence.
Although the evils of the system are many the article sums
them up under two headings. In the first place the system
weakens the public principle and general concern for right
and liberty upon which all political freedom must ultimately
depend; and secondly it means the vast increase of the power
of the crown by the means which this organized system of cor-
ruption affords,for bringing the whole weight of its enor-
mous patronage to bear upon the body of the legislature.
Some of the large manufacturing cities such as Manchester
and Leeds .having grown up during the change in industry ,te d
no representation, although having a population of 150,000 and
75,000 respectively. William Pitt, the Younger, himself said:
"This house is not the representation of the people of Great
Britain; it is the representation of nominal boroughs, of ruined
and exterminated towns, of noble families, of wealthy individuals,
of foreign potentate. "I Parliamentary representation had
changed but little since the First Parliament and the members
seemed unable to realize that changing social conditions in
five hundred years needed to be met with a corresponding change
in political institutions.
I. Hazen p. 400

Education for the poor was an almost unheard of thing.
The wealthy lads were sent to private schools such as Rugby,
Harrow, and Eton and then to Oxford or Cambridge frcflB which
many entered the field of politics. The middle • nd lower
classes receivedLractically no education. This fact was ac-
cepted by most of the population without question, and it was
not until after the Reform Bill of 1832 that there was any
agitation for public education. Then the leaders began to
realize that if the franchise was to be widened the people
would have to be educated in order to use this right wisely.
One more phase of English life to be considered is the
ecclesiastical. The church was a privileged institution.
Although England had freedom of worship, only members of the
Church of England had any political power. No Catholic or
Dissenter could be a member of Parliament or hold office;
yet all had to pay taxes (tithes ) to the Anglican Church. None
but an Anglican could graduate from Cambridge or even enter
Oxford. The officials within the church were a3 privileges
as was the church itself. The higher officials within the
Church received large salaries
t
and some of them pensions as
well for service in the war. The hardworking parish clergy-
men received barely enough to live on and were given wretch-
ed poor dwellings.
The Catholics as mentioned above had no political rights
and, this made the Irish people especially very bitter. Con-
ditions were, if anything, worse in Ireland than they were in
England. The absentee landlord system was a bad one. Ireland

was over populated and the farms were scarce; so the rents
were out of all proportion to the value of the land. The
farmer was a tenant at will and could he evicted at any-
time. Fe received no remuneration for any improvements he
ma^e on the farm;so he usually made none. In 1801 the Act
of Union took from Ireland her separate parliament and joined
it with the British parliament. Then came the religious
question. A Catholic could not vote nor hold office. A
protestant member of a family inherited all the property.
With the repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts the Catholics
were allowed to vote, but because they had to take the sac-
rament as given in the Anglican Church, they were, of course,
still not eligible to Parliament and -ere not represented
there. The Catholics either had to vote for a Protestant
to represent them or have no representation. The animosity
then existing between the Irish and the English is one that
has lasted down through the years until the present time.
Everywhere in the British Isles was privilege for the
rich while the poor could not even organize to help them-
selves. The reverse side of England's greatness was gloomy
indeed and England was in need! of sweeping reforms. These
needs had not gone unchallenged. Such men as John Wilkes,
Adam Smith, and Jeremy Bentham had agitated for reform. The
movement was halted by the French Revolution and subsequent
struggle, but beneath was this current flowing more swiftly
as the years passed. The time was sure to come when the
r/
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people would demand a change and the time came after the
final victory at Waterloo.
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Chapter 2
Parliamentary reform would never be taken in hand so
long- as the Tory majority held firm. In 1830 it collapsed,
an 3 we may now note the events leading up^he triumph of
the Whigs. In the midst of the distress following after
j'/aterloo the Tory leaders pusher*, through Parliament the Corn
law in defiance of anger and sgony. This prohibited the
importation of corn when the market price was low. Fol-
lowing upon the Corn law came a bad harvest. The English
harvest fell so late that it was then impossible to import
wheat from the Baltic as the winter was well underway. The
price of bread rose. This combined with the general con-
ditions stirred desperate discontent among the masses. "The
Corn Law of 1815 brought the first serious riiscord for while
the landlords were persuaded that corn must be kept artifi-
cially at eighty shillings a quarter or the state would per-
ish, the master manufacturers thought it was a gross inter-
ference with trade. So began the rift between upper and
middle class which gradually widened into such a chasm that
labour from below was able to thrust through its head."*
The Liverpool Mercury for Jan. 17, 18 17 puts it, "Thus out
of the ^istre^s of 1816 was born the p-reat popular movement
of the beginning of the nineteenth century for political reform
while the months passed on 'with sorrow in our habitations
and with famine in out streets, with more than a fourth part
of the population of the country subsisting upon alms, while
I. Trevelyan p. 144
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those 7/ho have know not how soon they may cease to have the
means of giving. 1 "*
Parliament refused to help the workers , and it was a jail
offence for them to organize to help themselves. The demand
for reform naturally increased. The Tory party had practi-
cally monopolized the political power for a generation. It
had been unanimous in support of the prosecution of the war,
and now it was unanimous in its resistance to any reform in
government. For a time there was a split in the party with
Castlereagh as the leader of the Reactionaries and Canning
the leader of the Progressives or Liberals. Against these
two men much of the wrath of the people was launched. The
party ss a whole was held! together by the personal influence
of Lord Liverpool , the Prime Minister. "The Tories at home
like the Holy Alliance abroad stood for "peace" and "order".
"Order" was sometimes a euphemism for oppression but "peace"
really meant peace. The Tory peace was to reduce armaments
and so to get rid of a large portion of the taxes with the
unpopularity and distress they implied." "The Tory panacea
for unrest had been proclaimed by Bishop Horsley when he
said that 'the masses of the people had nothing to do with
the laws but obey them. 1 For the next twenty years the lavs
were used only to make the people worse off. That is why
the workingmen began to demand the vote before the middle
class stirred to a like action."
Castlereagh, who was Foreign Minister at the close of the
I. Slater p. 20 2.Trevelyan p. 174 3. Ibid. p. 158
-
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war,was bitterly hated by the "radicals" , for he was a reaction-
ary of the extreme type, as his connection with the Holy Alliance
a reactionary organization trying to impose the old monarchistic
governments on the countries of Europe whether the people wanted
them or not, shows. When Castlereagh committed suicide, the news
v;as received with great rejoicing over all England.
At first a rather futile strup-^le was carried on "by the
working class while the others played no part. In December a
riot took place in London, and after a secret inquiry the Habeas
Corpus Act was suspended. In other places farm buildings , barns
,
hay stacks, and the like were set on fire. Some of the leaders
were prosecuted and five were executed. After this came the
famous "March of the Blanketeers" when each man was to carry a
blanket and provisions on his back, camping by the roadside.
This march toward London was an absolute failure. At once it
was followed by an act to prevent seditious meetings, and a
circular letter from Lord Sldmouth to the Lord-Lieutenants, au-
thorizing magistrates to apprehend persons accused of libelous
publications.
Popular opinion was so aroused because of the misery that
Sir Francis Burdett in May 18 19 urged in the House of Commons
a serious consideration of a reform of Parliament. It was lost
by a vote of 153 to 58. This was followed by great reform gathe
ings. A meeting was held at St. Peter's Field near Manchester
on August 16, 1819. About fifty thousand gathered to hear
"Orator" Hunt, a popular reformer. The Manchester magistrates
rC
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alarmed ordered the police to arrest the leaders. The people
crowded and jostled, and fearing for their safety or ability
to carry out orders, a "body of cavalry and yoemanry were ordered
in to rescue the police. They charged, swords flashed, people
shrieked, and in the terrible melee that followed several were
killed and many injured. It is still a question as to whether
or not the soldiers actually killed the people. Hunt and his
companions were arrested. This Peterloo Massacre is the most
bitterly discussed event of the period. The feeling about Pete
loo did much to bring around the new middle class to reform,
including the millowners who, though they had little sympathy
with their employees , had not asked to have them massacred.
Young men of ability, who afterwards formed the intelligentsia
of the 7/higs in the days of their power vere shaken in the
Tory faith of their fathers. One such, Macaulay, then an under-
graduate
,
reported to his parents that Peterloo had caused great
indignation among Cambridge studen's who had never before trou-
bled about politics. In spite of the anger of the people the
government sanctioned and praised the work of the Manchester
magistrates. The following letter was sent from the Prince
Regent to the home secretary, within whose charge the master
lay.
"My Lord:
The Prince Regent commands me to convey to your lordship
his approbation and high commendation of the conduct of the
magistrates and civil authorities at Manchester, as well as the
officers and troops, both regular and yeomanry cavalry, whose
firmness and effectual support of the civil power preserved
the peace of the town upon that most critical occasion. His
r
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Royal Highness entertains a favorable sense of the forbearance
of Lieut. Col. L'Estrang*3 in the execution of his duty; and be-
stows the greatest praise upon the zeal and alacrity manifested
by Major Trafford an<i Lieut. Col. Townsend an^ their respective
corps. I have the honor to be,etc. f, I
The agitation throughout the country was so rreat that the
government decided on a policy of repression. Accordingly
Parliament was summoned to pass the Six Acts or Gag Laws. These
prohibited unauthorized persons from practicing military ex-
ercises; altered the procedure in trial for treason in order to
accelerate matters; authorized magistrates to issue warrants
for search of arms; authorized suppression of seditious and
blasphemous libels; restricted right of public meetings; and
subjected al}- publications below a certain size to the stamp
duty on newspapers. In other words they restricted the free-
dom of speech.of the press, and of public meeting of which Eng-
land had so long boasted. Probably never at any other time
during the nineteenth was the country so near civil war.
The next event in this period is one which to a casual ob-
server seems to have no connection with the trend of the day
and yrt it ^i* play a mo3t important part. This is the Queen"
Caroline affair. In 1820 George the third died and the Prince
Regent became King in title also. His wife .Caroline, who had
separated from him end was living on the continent expected
to share in the glories, but George refused to recognize her.
When she landed on the English shores she was met with divorce
proceedings. The English people did not seem greatly inter-
ested in whether or not she was- guilty of all the charges
brought against her t but the masses as a whole felt that how-
!• Cheyney p. 669
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ever bad the Queen might be, she was a^ lesst good enough
for her husband. Caroline was met with rejoicing and roy-
al salutes. Because of the backing of the people who de-
spised the Xing, the divorce proceedings were stopped, but
the Qufen died the next ^renr aft^r an unsuccessful attempt
to force an entrance to the Coronation ceremony, still un-
recognised by the King*
This event left a permanent effect in that Whigs and Rad-
icals fought side by side for their Queen. The Whigs became
more interested in reform, they felt more friendly toward the
Radicals and the latter met them half way. This alliance be-
tween Whigs and Radicals bore fruit when it came to the actual
struggle for the passage of the Reform Bill.
"The first actual triumph for the reform movement was a-
chieved in I8£I by the disfranchisement of the corrupt borough
of Grampound and the transference of its two seat3 to the county
of York. At last a breach was made in defence of the Consti-
tution exactly as it was with all its anachronisms and anomalies.
In 1822 after the death of Castlereagh, Canning took his
place as Foreign Secretary and at once there began a more lib-
eral administration. Canning was very successful in financial
matters. He dealt with the old navigation Acts by means of
reciprocity treaties especially with the Dutch, Euskisson com-
pleted the movement and in this way the export and import duties
were lowered considerably making trade better. Canning's lib-
eral policy is to be plainly seen in his refusal to support the
I. Slater p. 73

Quadruple Alliance. in its policy of intervention. This is
shown by his statement that no foreign power should help
Spain regain her revolting colonies in South America, Can-
ning broup-ht England over to ' the' side of . liberalism. "I
called the Rev/ World in to redress the balance of the 01d7
The old tariff laws were changed an^ with the colonies in
South America free to trade with England, business was better
for a time.
Another reform was that of th<e Penal Code. The death pen-
alty could be imposed for about two hundred minor offences
although in many cases it was not inflicted. Sir Robert Peel
proposed and carried through Parliament in 1823 the abolition
of this penalty in about one hundred cases.
The Liberal Tories wore themselves out with reforms which
failed to satisfy the people because they did not deal with
the all important question of giving tht people the vote. So
the Reactionary Tories came back into power under the Duke of
V/ellington. He was at this time very unpopular with the masses
To add to this he carried through Parliament the Catholic Eman-
cipation Acts much to the disgust of many in his own party. It
has been said of him, as of the Bourbons, that he could learn
nothing and forget nothing. He thought the existing system in
England was as n:ood as could be devised. He was soldier enough
to know when he was beaten however, and he consented to the Cath
olic Emancipation Acts as a means of saving an uprising in Ire-
land. This act now allowed Catholics to sit in the House of
Commons. The Catholic representatives took their seats but the
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were ignored, ill treated, and insulted.
The immense debt created by the war and the pensions paid
to many whom the people thought undeserving was one of the
grievances of the time. It was the money and the resources
of England which had finally stemmed the flood and turned the
tide against Napoleon. The English people hmd to pay for it
in taxes. Some questioned the wisdom of England's having gone
into the war, for she got practically no benefits from it and
yet it eost her large sums of money. The fact that she got at
this time some of the territory that has helped her build her
great Empire made no impression on the people of that time for
the interest in the Colonies did: not become lively until more
than fifty years later. The British debt had iatfreased over
600,000,000 pounds and 74 millions were raised in 1816 by
taxes alone.
The one demand through all this trying period was "Reform
of Parliament. Conditions got steadily worse and many of the
landowners themselves were being affected, The Whig party out
of power though it had been for many years, and divided as it
was, was more in touch with the popular movements of the day
than was they party in power. At this time circumstanc r s com-
bined to put them in power and make the reform possible. George
the fourth died and a new election was held. Some of the Tories
still angry at Wellington for the passage of the Catholic Eman-
cipation Act opposed him. The misery of the working class was
again acute and they were demanding reform more vigorously than
ever before. Then the French Revolution of 1830 occurred. "The

year 1830 still stands as the one occasion when the French
set a political example that influenced us (the English)
otherwise than by repulsion."^" The English middle class
saw the French ruled by the bourgeoisie while they were
still under the power of the aristocracy. The French had won
in a fair fight and what they had done Englishmen could do
if necessary. At the same time occurred a similar revolt in
Belgium, and Europe was faced with another Continental strug-
gle in which England might have to take a part. Europe was
saved from this by a change of power in the English government.
"All autumn the agitation in the country was deeper than
political. Economic misery, pauperism, starvation, and class
injustice had brought society to the verge of desolation.
There was rickburning in the rural south, workmen drilling and
preparing for war in the industrial north, while the middle
class was clamouring for reform to pacify this spirit and to
gain their own rights from the aristocracy."
Everyone looked to the new House of Commons to save the
country and yet no one knew what it would ^o. The Zinc's
speech mentioned with disapproval the Belgian Fwe volution, and
when Lord Grey remarked on the fact that there was no mention
nor promise of reform, the Duke of Y/ellington replied that "the
present system of representation possessed the full and entire
confidence of the country." The nation was challenged. Never
were the lobbies and clubs so busy. In a week the basis was
laid for a Whig-Liberal party. The Canningites and moderate
I. Trevelyan p. 228 2. Ibid p. 230
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reformers went under Grey an^ were prepared to join a Whig
government on the program of "Peace, Retrenchment, end Reform"
•
With the help of a few Tories still anrry at Wellington the Tory
party was beaten. Wellington resigned an* the King sent for
Grey. His cabinet strangely enough was composed of all aris-
tocrats but they were the ablest supporters of reform.
The Whigs made rather a bad start but on March 1,1831
Lord John Russell introduced the Reform Bill. It aimed to
affect the redistribution of seats, taking representation
from the small and rotten boroughs and giving it to the large
and wealthy towns who had none. When it became clear that
the nomination boroughs were to be abolished without compen-
sation to the owners, the ministry became popular. The Tories
were dumbfounded for they expected some weak measure which
might pacify the masses but do no real harm nor make any great
change in the existing system. Lord Russell estimated that
the electorate would be enlarged by about five hundred thousand
as the bill proposed an extension of the suffrage as well as
redistribution. The bill was hotly opposed, one argument being
that some of the greatest English statesmen had been represen-
tatives of these rotten boroughs, i.e. Pitt. Sir Robert Inglis
said. "It is only by these means that young men who are uncon-
nected by birth or residence with large towns can ever hope
to enter this house unless they are cursed - I will call it
cursed with that talent of mob oratory which is used for the
purpose of influencing the lowest and most debasing passions
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of the people."
The hill did not live long and on April 19, wag defeated.
Parliament dissolved and a new election took place amid much
excitement. The result was an overwhelming victory for the
reformers. In June the second Reform Bill, similar to the
first was proposed. Again the debates were long and heated,
but it was finally passed in September only to be defeated
upon its introduction in the Fouse of Lords. Riots broke
out , newspapers appeared in mourning, bells tolled, violence
was threatened, and England was on the verge of civil war.
Parliament was prorogued. 7/hen Parliament reassembled in
December, Lord Russell introduced his third Reform Bill which
was passed by the House of Commons in March. It looked as
though the Eouse of Lords would defeat the bill as it had
before. The King refused to take the only possible course
to prevent it by creating a new bloc of peers of V/hig symp-
athies.. The Grey ministry resigned. The Duke of Wellington
as leader of the Tories tried to form a ministry but failed.
Earl Grey was called back and given written permission to create
enough new peers to insure the passage of the Reform Bill.
They never were created for the threat was enough. The bill
passed the Fouse of Lords June 4,1832. It was then signed
and became a law. "But you might have heard a pin drop as
Duncannon read the numbers. Then again the shouts broke out
and many of us shed tears. And the jaw of Peel fell;and the
face of Twiss was as the face of a damned soul; and Ferries
I.Hazen p.4I4
•
looked like Judas taking off his necktie for the last time.
We shook hands and clapped each other on the back, and went
out crying and huzzaing into the lobby." 1
The stormy protests showed the aristocrats that something
must be done if they were to avoid a revolution such as had
taken place in the European countries. Perhaps the fact that
the country lacked an effective police, and the general feeling
that the military force maintained would be incapable of put-
ting down a determined rising of the middle and lower classes
together did much toward the peaceful solution. To be sure
this bill did not fulfill all the demands of the people, nor
did it make Parliament an organ of all the people immediately,
but it was a great step in advance. The safety and permanence
of a limited monarchy was assured. In 1831 and 1832 the people
by their monster meetings , riots , acts of violence had helped
greatly to pass the bill only to find when ot was over that others
an3 not themselves had prospered by their efforts. It had how-
ever asserted the power of the whole nation against the stren-
uous resistance of the old order in the House of Lords, The
sovereignty of the people was established in fact if not in law.
The supremacy of the House of Commons was assured so long as it
had the support of the people. The nation at last was master in
its own house.
I. Cheyney p. 690 Letter of Thomas Macaulay to Francis Ellis
March 30, 1831, following the passage of the second bill.
OS V.
Part Two
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Chapter I
In studying the development of a poet he cannot he re-
garded as an isolated unit. He "belongs to a race, to a fam-
ily, to a community, to a state. He may he freer from the lav/
of social environment than his fellows hut he cannot escape
it. Wordsworth is no exception. The simplicity and sincerity
of the humbler classes of society appealed to him. The in-
equalities of society, the tyranny of the classes over the masses,
the evils of the industrial organization, the weakness of the
educational system, the oppression of the political order, and the
tremendous social and political conflicts of his time affected him
profoundly, awakening the great deeps of his nature, coloring his
feeling and imagination, and making him preeminently a poet of
Llan.
William Wordsworth was horn at Cockermouth in Cumberland on
April 7, 1770, where his father v/as a lawyer. Both parents died
while he was young but he was given, nevertheless, a good education
at Hawkshead and then at Cambridge from which he received his
degree in 1791. Throughout this period his interest v/as in man
whom he learned about through nature. At the time of graduation
he was still undecided as to his future vocation and decided to
spend several months in London. The contrast between the city
and the pleasant country in which he had lived wa3 great. He
was immediately impressed with the unhappy conditions of the peo-
ple. By his previous life and training he was more or -less pre-
pared to sympathize with the conflict raging in France and to be wa

in a more peaceful manner in his own country, His social en-
vironment had been such that he had rarely come into contact
with men who received attention because of their wealth or
Iblood. Eis college life was a kind of democratic society where
distinction was open to all.
Upon his visit to France in 1791 he became interested and then
devoted to the cause of the French Revolution. "His sojourn in
France enabled him to gather into the solidity of a system the
faint impulses of love for humanity which were stirring in him
durinp- his stay in London. It confirmecjjhis doubts of the val-
idity of the religion in which he had been brought up. It streng-
thened his implicit republicanism into an explicit and outspoken
political creed, and shook his faith in the paramount excellence
of his own country."* Y/ordsworth remained in France about four-
teen months returning just before the execution of the King.
While in Paris he visited the Hall of the Assembly, the Jacobin
Club, and the Palais Royal, while in Blois he attended the meet-
ings of the Revolutionary Club. During this time he met the man
who had a tremendous influence ov r his life, the patriot Beaupuy
who turned his vague idealism into firm principle. Through him
he learned to know man. Wordsworth felt so strongly for these
poor people that he thought of offering his life to the cause.
But "dragged" , as he says, "by what seemed a chain of harsh necessity
he returned to England." If he had remained it is quite probable
that he would have lost his life.
While in France he had heard England praised for her love
I.Earper p. 125

of }ibrrty,and his despair was great when England declared war
on Prance.
"What, then, were my emotions , when in arms
Britain put forth her free-born strength in lea?*ue,
Oh,-nity an^ shame! with those confederate Powers! "I
When Englishmen were beaten or driven from the field he re-
joiced, and when in church prayers were offered up he sat silent.
When news came of the happenings in Prance his spirits drooped.
Dc ep as was his horror for the fanatics in Paris, he hated bit-
terly the enemies of Prance.
"It was a lamentable time for man,
Whether a hope had e'er been his or not;
A woeful time for them whose hopes survived
The shock; most woeful for those few who still
Were flattered, and had trust in human kind;
They had the deepest feeling of the grief.
Meanwhile the Invade -s fared as they deserved:
The Herculean Commonwealth had put forth her arms,
And throttled with an infant godhead's might
The snakes about her cradle; that was well,
An§ as it should be; yet no cure for them
Whose souls were sick with pain of what would be
Hereaftrr hroup-ht in charge against mankind."^
Wordsworth was not the only person in England who was per-
plexed by the conflict of loyalties. He was closely connected
with the English "Jacobins" the most extreme element opposed to
the war and actively a^itatinp- in favour of making England a
republic. Nothing throws more linrht on his character and his
convictions than a paper he wrote in reply to an attack upon
the principles of the French Kevolution published by the Bishop
of Llandoff. He wrote frankly as a Republican, d e fending the
principles of the new French government. The seat of all just
authority he plainly avered must be in the people themselves.
I. Prelude 10 263 2. Ibid. 10 384

To give it to them suddenly was likely to result in violence
and might be unwise. He boldly asserted however, that the "of-
fice of king is a trial to which human nature is not equal".
The rigid/ of ballot he said was universal and every Englishman
without it was a "Helot". "All legislation should aim to se-
cure equality of position and opportunity to prevent the undue
accumulation of wealth end the degradation of labor. Primo-
geniture is an unnatural monster, an^ artificial titles of rib-*
bliity, stars
,
ribbons, and the like an outrage to the dio-nity
of a nation."
I
In June 1794 he wrote Matthews, "I disapprove of monarch-
ical an^ aristocratical /governments , however modified, Heredi-
tary distinct ions , and privileged orders of every s^e'cie^,. I
think must necessarily counteract the progress of human improve-
ment; hence it follow.- that I am not amongst the admirers of the
British Constitution.""
After this there is a gap of about sixteen months in his life
of which We know very little, and in 1798 we find him establish-
ing his life for a time upon the principles of William Godwin.
Godwin for a period of years was one of the leaders of political
philosophy in England and had many followers, numbering among
his friends Coleridge, lamb, Yi'orrlsworth, and Shelley. In 1793
Godwin published his treatise Political Justice. In it he
teaches a bald individualism, which makes the individual super-
ior to all organised social restraints, whether they be of thr
nature of conventional ities , customs , institutions , or laws. Ac-
I.".Vinchest^r p. 256 2. Harder vol.1 p. 244

cordin/? to (fo&wiil reason is the great faculty of the mind, and
the end of education is to develop the individual in the ration-
al exercise of freedom. The institutions and customs of so-
ciety - political, moral, and religious mislead him, restrain him,
and often enslave him. They are a source of the social evils
and as such should he abolished. Justice he says is a natural
law, and it is the great law that governs social interaction, its
end "being human welfare, the highest good of all, the welfare of
an aggregate of individuals , for this is what constitutes society
in the final analysis. Godwin's philosophy was that of a dreamer
he was dealing with hypothetical and not with real men. £Juch
"beings are regulated by reason, and need no restraint of custom
and law, and to a certain extent only the restraints of the gen-
eral rules of morality. Godwin's society was simply unrealizable
but being rooted in the most radical kind, of democracy it was
acceptable doctrine in an age full of the spirit of social rev-
olution. 7/ordgworth was captivated by this spirit and applied
it to his stu^y of social and political institutions ,adherin-?
to it for several years.
During these years he deals In many of bis poems with man's
social and political conditions showing a gr^at interest in the
events of the time. Several of these seem to be inspired by a
visit to Calais in T802 when conditions were in sharp contrast
with his previous visit. Fe was anxious for the influence of
France on his own country, he feared the power of Napoleon, and
was anxious for the threatened liberties of the people. Exist-
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ing social conditions in England disturbed him as well as is
shown in two '.veil known sonnets, one his famous sonnet to
Elliott,
"LiiltonJ thou shouldst be living at this hour;
England hath need of thee; she is a fen
Of stagnant waters; altar, sword and pen
Fireside, the heroic wealth of hall and bower
Have forfeited their ancient English dower
Of inward happiness. '7e are selfish men;
Oh raise us up, return to us age in:
And give us manners , virtue, freedom, power.
"
an? the other,
rf 0h FriendJ I >now not which way I must look,
For comfort , being as I am,opprest,
To think that now our life is only drest
For show; mean handy-work of craftsman, cook,
Or groomJ 7/e must run glittering like a brook
In the open sunshine, or we are unblrst:
The wealthiest man among us is the best:
ilo grandeur now in nature or in book
Le lights us. Rapine , avarice
,
expense,
This is idolatry: and these we adore:
Plain living and high thinking are no more:
The homely beauty of the f?ood old cause
Is gone; and peace, our fearful innocence,
And pure religion breathing household laws."
-In a third sonnet he shows his faith, his trust, and his hope for
his country.
,f It is not to be thought of that the Flood
Of British freedom, which to the open sea
Of the world's praise, from dark antiquity
Eath flowed, "with pomp of waters unwiths tood,
"
Roused though it be full often to a mood
Which spurns the check of salutary bands,
That this most famous Stream in bogs and sands
Should perish; end to evil end to good
Be lost forever. In our halls is hung
Armoury of the invincible Knights of old;
77 e must be free or die, who speak the tongue
That Shakespeare spake; the faith and morals hold
Which Milton held.- In everything we are sprung
Of Earth's first blood, have titles manifold."
Throughout this period the poems dedicated to National Independ-
•
ence predominate. Some deal with the tyrant Napoleon, o the rs
on an expected invasion of England. In 1806 matters rpruned a
crisis. Napoleon had conquered the Oermans an* ha* declared
a "blockade of England. Wordsworth as a consequence wrote an-
other sennet November 1806 in which he recognizes the fact that
England ?s safety now depends upon herself, an* anticipates re-
joicing over victory.
Wordsworth as can he plainly seen is slowly shifting from
the extreme revolutionary point of view. Still he is alive to
current happenings and is watching Napoleon closely. It is
not the principle of revolt that is changing in him hut jgt the
methods which were used in France that makes him feel so helpless
and disappointed.
"One might believe that natural miseries
Had blasted France, and mad ?f it a land
Unfit for men; and that in one -reat band
Her sons were bursting forth, to dwell at ease.
But 'tis a chosen soil, where sun and breeze
Shed gentle favours: rural works are there,
And ordinary business without care;
Spot rich in all things that can soothe and please.'
How piteous then that there should be such dearth ,
Of knowledge: that whole myriads should unite
To work against themselves such full despite;
Should come in phrensy nnd in drunken mirth,
Impatient to put out the only lie-ht
Of liberty that yet remains on earth!"
Several sonnets were written at this time. one A Prophec y sug-
gested by the action of the Elector of Saxony in leaguing him-
self with Napoleon, and another on the Subjugati on of Switzerland .
In 1809 and 1810 there is again a group of political sonnets
dealing mostly with events on the continent. Wordsworth shows
his love of liberty and justice not merely as an Englishman, but

as a man, for all men
'tfordsworth, brilliant man though he was, failed to un-
derstand the near future of his country. He swung from one
extreme point of view to the other, from a "Jacobin" to a con-
servative Tory, much to the disappointment of his fellow writers
of the period. Many felt that he had turned traitor to the
cause of liberty. He was somewhat mia judged for he remained the
poet of man to the end, but he had been so disillusioned by the*
French that he did not believe that good could come of reform
or revolution. As the years passed and the struggle for reform
grew stronger 7ordsworth dreaded the overthrow of the National
Institutions by radical changes effected on these great inher-
itances in Church and State. His poetry was now written almost
entirely on nature subjects but his letters were filled with
the subject of reform. In one he speaks of the way in which the
7/higs wished to flood the House of Lords with enough new peers to
secure the passage of the Eeform Bill. They maintain he says that
the measure is indispensable for the preservation of the consti-
tution and yet they are willing to destroy a vital organ of the
Constitution. That act he maintained would convert the House of
lords into a mere slave to any succeeding ministry. Here he
was not so far wrong, for though the House of Lords is not a
slave it has lost much of its prestige and actual power. Whether
or not this is wise is for the individual to judge. In another
letter he writes: "Our constitution was not preconceived and
planned beforehand; it grew under the protection of Providence,
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as a skin prows to, with, and for the human "body. Our ministers
would flay this body, and present us, instead of its natural skin,
with a garment made to order, which if it be not re jected,will
prove suoh a shirt as, in the fab&e, drove Hercules to madness °nd
self-destruction. May God forgive that part of them who, acting
in this affair with their open, have already gone so far towards
committing a greater political crime than any recorded In history
In another he says, "You mistake in supposing me an Anti-Reformer
That I never was - but an Anti-Bill man heart and soul. Eis feel
ing in all his letters was that by forcing the Eouse of Lords to
pass the bill the system of government would be destroyed. In
The 7/arning he describes the conditions of the peoples minds at
the time and foretells the possible destruction of England if the
bill was passed.
n
-Oh for a bridle bitted with remorse
To stop your leaders in their headstrong course!
Oh may the Almighty scatter with his grace
These mists, and lead you to a safer place,
By paths no human wisdom can foretrac?." 2
Wordsworth lived too see the passage of this hated bill, but hi
warning or prophecy was never fulfilled. In 1843 he was made
Poet-Laureate, But he produced very little -poetry after this date.
He died in 1850 at the age of eighty.
aq
Chapter Z
like Wordsworth in some respects but differing from him
greatly in others was Percy Bysshe Shelley. While Wordsworth
typified the revolt of the times in his younger days f chang-
ing as he grew old er, Shelley typified revolt to the enri of
his days, but he died in his prime with the struggle in Eng-
land still unsettled, Percy Bysshe Shelley was born in Sus-
sex on August 4, 1792, He spent a happy boyhood and at ten
years of age was sent to Sion House Academy. From there he
rent to Eton and then to Oxford. He never was popular with
his schoolmates, for he did not care to mix with them, and he
stood always in these schools as a rebel against authority,
and a victim to be teased by his mates. In spite of his
terrible temper and his unfriendliness he did make a few
friends. Throughout his schooling at Eton, he had a special
interest in science, and this connected itself on the one hand
with free speculation in the regions of religion and politics,
and on the other hand with a world of imaginative wonder and
romance. His chief friends were books, and perhaps among these
the most influential was Godwin's Political Justice . It sup-
plied him with a ready made creed based on morality and reason
Shelley became a preacher and propagandist of revolutionary
ideas at Eton. It was at Sion House, however, that the revela-
tion came to him of the misery of the oppressors and the op-
pressed in the world, and he dedicated his mbfal being to justi
f
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gentleness , and freedom, and his imagination to beauty. Errors
of notion an* errors of opinion may "be laid to his youth, but
while never forfeiting his freedom or courage he grew wiser
as the years passed.
While at Oxford Shelley studied some
,
published a little,
and formed one staunch friendship with Eo<?g» In I8II,the spring
of hi3 first year there, he published a pamphlet, The Necessity
of Atheism . He was called before the authorities and upon his
refusal to say anything about it, he was expelled. Hogg in an
endeavor to have the -entence lightened was himself expelled.
So the young men left for Xondon where the two found lodgings,
and made a sort of peace with Shelley's father. Shelley short-
ly after this made an unfortunate marriage, which was never very
happy nor successful.
About this time he learned that Godwin the author of his
favorite book was not dead as he had supposed, and so he wrote
to him thus starting a friendship that was to last throughout
his life. Shelley ,Ms wife, and a friend Miss Kitchiner soon
left for Ireland where Shelley delivered his Address to th .
Irish People . In telling Godwin of it Shelley sai* he kne". it
would do no harm, nor make matters worse between Ireland and
England. He spoke more truthfully than he knew, for it did
nothing. The Irish people paid no attention to it. However
it is interesting in that it shows his point of view and his
interest in humanity. He believed that first of all it should
be ascertained whether or not the nation really wanted a reform,
-
and for this purpose proposed an immense mass meeting to be
held at some central point. Then he "believed that resolutions
should he drawn up expressing just what was wanted. In order
to carry this through he pledged a tenth of his year's allowance.
Through it all he insisted that the reform must he a peaceful
one. Several of his Declaration of Rights following the Ad-
dress are rather interesting. ''Government has no rights; it
is a delegation of several individuals for the purpose of se-
curing their own. It is therefore just only so far as it acts
by their consent, useful only so far as it operates *o their
well being. They have a right to change it." "People have the
unrestricted liberty of discussion." "Man has no right to kill
his brother. It is no excuse that he does so in uniform; he
only adds the infamy of servitude to the crime of murder."
"Ho man has a right to do an evil thing that good may come."*
Shelley's friendship with Godwin brought him into contact
with Godwin's daughter Mary, with whom he fell in love. As his
own marriage was an unhappy one, he left England in 18 14 and
with Mary Godwin went to the Continent. Here he remained for the
rest of his life except for a short visit to England in a
futile attempt to get control of his children by his first
wife. Shelley's main ideas and emotions changed little in
the course of his life. His mind was filled with an impatience
of the imperfection of the times, and a desire and hope for
the perfection to be. The imperfection he felt was due to
the imposition on all, of the malignant external power, upon
I. Shepherd Prose T7orks of Shelley
•
the fall of which all would at once become perfect. This
idea is expressed in his Prometheus Unbound , This poem is
As unreal as his theories were unreal or ideal. In this,
Prometheus , typifying all that is good, is imprisoned by
Jupiter, typifying all that is evil. Evil is overthrown
without any explanation and p-ood immediately triumphs in the
form of Prometheus. Kerej/is descipleship to Godwin is clearly
shown^ for he too believed that man was influenced by external
power. Yet these two men writing against the evils of the
day 6 2 they saw them, the evil influence of all organization,
social, political , or religious , failed to practice to. the fullest
extent what they preached.
In the year 1817 Shelley wrote one of his longer reform
poems the Revolt of Islam . Although it is not a picture of
England especially , it expresses the poet's point of view of
freedom and liberty, and takes into consideration the general
movements of the time toward liberty, Describing it in his
own words: "It is a succession of pictures illustrating the
growth of the individual mind aspiring after excellence and
devoted to the love of mankind; its influence in refining
and making pure the most daring and uncommon impulses of the
imagination, the understand ing, and the senses: its impatience
at all impressions which are done under the sun: its tendency
to awaken public hope and to enlighten and improve mankind:
the rapid effects of the application of that tendency: the
awakening of an immense nation from their slavery and degra-
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dation to a true sense of moral dignity and freedom: the
bloodless dethronement of their oppressors end the unveil-
ing of the religious frauds by which they had been deluded
into submission: the tranquility of successful patriotism
and the universal toleration and benevolence of true phil-
anthropy: the treachery of hired soldiers: vice not the object
of punishment and hatred, but kindness and pity: the faith-
lessness of tyrants: the confederacy of the rulers of the
world, and the restoration of the expelled Dynasty by foreign
arms: the massacre and extermination of the patriots and the
victory of established power: the consequences of legitimate
despotism and an utter extinction of domestic affections:
"That ye would cast
Into the dust these symbols of your woe,
Purple, and go Id, and steel, that ye would go
Proclaiming to the nation whence ye came
That Want and Plague and Fear from slavery flow
And that mankind is free, and that the shame
Of royalty and faith is lost in freedom 1 s fame."
the judicial murder of the advocate of liberty and temporary
triumph of oppression, that secure earnest of its final and
inevitable fall: the transient nature of ignorance and error
T
and the eternity of p-enius and virtue."
Shelley considered that Wordsworth had fallen into heresy
and called him "a pitiful wretch" an^ he was determined that
all poets should not seem indifferent to the dreadful con-
dition of the English poor. There was danger that England
would submit to the most ignominious of all despotisms , that
of plutocracy. Shelley saw this while "Wordsworth in his honest
I. Introduction to Revolt of Islam
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but sentimental Toryism did not. During his lifetime Shelley,
though on the Continent t kept in constant touch with affairs
in England. "He was the most contemporary of all poets. His
keen interest in what was going on was characteristic: he lost
no occasion which gave him opportunity to use the question of
the moment to spread his general principles."* Mrs. Shelley
says of him "Shelley loved the people and respected them as
often more virtuous, as always more suffering, an* therefore
more deserving of sympathy than the great. He believed that
a clash between the two classes of society was inevitable,
and he eagerly ranged himself on the people's si*e. His ver-
ses show his earnestness , and with what heartfelt compassion
he went home to the direct point of injury, that oppression
is detestable, as being the parent of starvation, nakedness, and
ignorance.
"~
e
Of the pots of the day Shelley ^escribes for us the best
the economic and political conditions of England.
"People of England, ye who toil and groan
Who reap the harvests which are not your own,
Who weave the clothes which your oppressors wear,
And for jour own take the inclement air:
Who build warm houses....
And are like gods who give their all they have *
And nurse them from the cradle to the grave..."
and again
"Hen of England wherefore plough
For the lords who lay ye low?'
7/herefore weave with toil and care
The rich robes your tyrants wear?
The seed ye sow another reaps
The wealth ye find another keeps:
The robes ye weave another wears z*
The arms ye forpre another bears."
I.Woodberry p. 424 2. Ibid p. 369 3. To the People of England
4. <Song to the Hen of England
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Ris iescription of England in 1819 is the "best that we have.
"An old, mad, blind, despised, and dying king,
Princes, the d regs of their dull race, who flow
Through public scorn, mud from a muddy spring,
-
Rulers who neither see nor feel nor know,
But leechlike to their fainting country cling,
Till they drop, blind in blood without a blow.
A people starved and stabbed in the untilled field,
An army, which liberties e and prey
Makes as a two-edged sword to all who wield,
-
SoIden and sanguine laws which tempt and slay,-
Religion Christle33, Godless, a book sealed,
A Senate - Time's worst Statute unrepealed.
Are graves from which a glorious phantom may
Burst to illumine our tempestuous day."
Castlereagh the Foreign Minister after the Napoleonic '.Vers
was heartily detested by the masses and Shelley did not spare
him.
"Then trample and dance, thou Oppressor.'
For thy victim is no redresser
Thou art sole lord and possessor
Of her corpses, and demand abortions -they pave
Thy path to the grave."
closing with these lines
"Marry Ruin thou Tyrant! and Hell be thy guide
To the bed of the bride!"2
Sidmouth, who was Rome Secretary at this time, comes in for his
share of the abuse in another poem of Shelley's. He likens
Sidmouth and Castlereagh to two empty ravens sounding their
clarion when they scent fresh human carrion, then to a shark
an-d a dog fish debating ever the freight of an approaching
negro ship, and closes:
"Are ye two vultures sick for battle,
Two scorpions under one wet stone,
Tv.ro bloodless wolves whose dry throats rattle,
"'wo crows perched on the murrained cattle,
Two vipers tangled into one?"
I* England in 1819 2«Iines written during Castlereagh Adminis
tration
3 .To Sidmouth and Castlereagh
•
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In a letter to Peacock, Shelley wrote from Naples in I8I9. ,f I
writing as from sepulchres, you from the habitations of men
yet unburied; though the sexton Castlertagh having dug their
graves stands with his spade in hand evidently doubting whether
he will not be forced to occupy it himself
When the news of the Peterloo Liassacre reached Shelley, on
the continent, it roused in him violent emotions of indignation
and compassion In a letter to Cllier he says, "The same day
that your letter came, came news of the Llanchester work, and the
torrent of my indignation has not yet done boiling in my veins.
I wait anxiously to hear how the country will express its sense
of this bloody murderous oppression of its destroyers. Some-
2
thinp" must be done. What yet I know not." In a letter to
Peacock he expresses his feelings a little more strongly.
"These are as it were the distant thunders of the terrible storm
which is approaching. The tyrants he re, as in the French Rev-
olution, have first shed blood. Hay their execrable lesson not
be learned with equal docility! I still think there will be
no coming to close quarters until financial affairs bring the
oppressors and oppressed together."^
Soon after this affair Shelley wrote his IJasque of Anarchy.
In this virtues and vices are personified to represent the
prominent men in the government. Murder looking like Castle-
reagh throws human hesrts to the bloodhounds; Fraud like Eldon,
the Lord High Chance llor, with tears turning to millstones as
they fall, and Hypocrisy looking like Sidmouth. Last in the
£
I. Shepherd Prose ^orks of Shelley S.Cambridge Edition of Shell
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procession comes Anarchy, marked," I am God, and Xing, and Lav/,"
Troops are described as riding and trampling through England
bowing to Anarchy. Priests, lawyers, and the motley crowd bowing
also. Hope, looking more like Desolation, stands in the path of
the trampling horde, but is saved by liberty, and Anarchy is killed.
Englishmen are called to rise against slavery which is work with
little pay, starvation, tyranny, paper coin. The lowest animals
have a dwelling place "Thou Englishman hast none J"
"This is Slavery; Savagemen
Or wild beasts within a den
Would endure not as ye do-
But such ills they never knew."
Freedom is labour, food, clothes, shelter, a hindrance to the rich
man, justice, wisdom, peace, knowledge, and virtue,misery alleviated.
Let the massacre take place, he says, the laws of England will
be arbiter of the dispute and the blame will be on the tyrants
and not on the people. The poem concludes:
"And that slaughter to the nation
Shall steam up like inspiration
Eloquent , oracular,
A volcano heard afar.
And these words shall then become
Like Oppressions thundered doom
Ringing throurh the heart and brain
Heard again - again - again.
Rise like lions after slumber
In unvanquishable number
Shake your chains to earth, like dew
Thich in sleep have fall'n on you
Ye are many they are few."
In November 1819 he wrote to leigh Hunt." The great thing to
do is to hold the balance between popular impatience and tyran-
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nical obstinacy; to inculcate with fervour both the ri^ht of
resistance and the duty of forbearance. You know my princi-
ples incite me to take all the good I can get in politics,
forever aspiring to something- more. I am one of those who
nothing will fully satisfy, but who are ready to be partially
satisfied in all that is practicable. "I
In I8£0 Shelley wrote his Philosophical Review of Reform .
This was never published ,but it shows his political views as
no published writing does. It traces the hoj.ea and aspirations
of the human race from the Greek republics to contemporary
England. It tells of the misery and 6 issatisfaction in England
which he felt was due to the device of public credit, and the
unjust distribution of the National Debt, which was laid on the
poor, after being contracted in wars undertaken by the privileged
classes. As to representation he felt that the ideal was uni-
versal suffrage, but he realized that any attempt to establish
this would be premature and mjght fail. Vote by ballot he
decidedly opposed as did Wordsworth. The chief ends to be
aimed at by a reformed parliament were according to him, aboli-
tion of the National Debt; disbanding of standing armies;
cessation of tithes;the attainment of absolute freedom of
opinions and their public express ion; and the rendering of justice
cheap, speedy, and secure. He advised accepting any grant the
present government would make as a gain, though not final.
This contribution is much more concrete and less ideal and
impracticable than any of his poems.
I.Dowden p. 287
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Shelley rl not live to see reform come in England but it
is not hard to reason from his work what his attitude toward
the Pweform Bill woul^l have been. Surely it was in striking
contrast to that of William Wordsworth. Shelley was browned
in a storm July 1822, a staunch social and political radical
to the end.

Chapter 3
A third v;riter interested in the revolt of this period
was lord Byron. George ^o rdon,Lord Byron was "born in London
in January 1788. His family came to England with William
the Conqueror, and his pride of ancestry was always one of
his strongest traits of character, but he had sincere repub-
lican feelings as well. Dr. Raymond says of him, "It will be
readily conceded that Lord Byron's career was picturesque,
amatory, and literary. That it was political also is, perhaps
not so easily apparent. But if to wage increasing warfare on
the policies of the powers that be and to sponsor definite
and contrary theories is to be political, Lord Byron's activ-
ities most certainly deserve the epithet. In England ana Italy
he was consistently of the opposition. In Greece he favored
the Provisional Government. 1
Byron was educated at Harrow and Cambridgej where he led a
reckless and defiant life leaving without a decree. He was
not interested in his studies at Cambridge , and would have left
at the end of his first year if he had been allowed. Forced
to remr in and determined that his interests should continue
extra"mural, he added to more questionable activities a mem-
bership in the newly established Whig Club. None among the
group was more zealous than Lord Byron. During the year 1807
the books he read contained much history and biography and
parliamentary debates of his own country. Young Byron was
I. Raymond Introduction
t
fitting himself for the House of Lords. His plan was to
travel on the continent before entering the House of Lor^s,
"but interested in the discussions of the day, he decided to
enter the House as soon as he was of age. He wrote a cousin
for help but secured none. He was very angry but determined
to go. After being left to dally around London for two months,
he took his seat. His first move was to insult Lord Eldon who
greeted him on his entrance. The business was ordinary, he was
bored and left. He determined to have nothing to do with either
party, and to go abroad. Just before his departure there was
published English Bards and Scotch Reviewers . a biting satire,
which brought him into the political lime light.
In 1809 he left England for two years travelling in Spain,
Portugal, and Oreece. He enjoyed his life abroad and dreaded
the time when he must return to England. England was at war
with France boasting that her sons fought for morality and li-
berty. Byron realized that England was hated abroad, that at
home there was economic distress an* political injustice, and
that in Ireland such suffering existed as might, with foreign
aid, bring on rebellion. He dreaded th< uselessness of the
struggle and yet he knew his very nature would not let him be
indifferent. Before he arrived home his mother died, and in
an effort to relieve his mind he interested himself in poli-
tics.
By this time he was better known, and his welcome was a
little more cordial. His first speech was delivered in 1812
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against a bill increasing the severity of punishment for
frame breaking. He described the conditions of the rural
folk and the reason for the continuous riots, and said they
were hardly to be blamed, "I have traversed the seat of the
wat in the Peninsula, I have be^n in some of the most oppressed
provinces of Turkey, but never under the most despotic of in-
fidel o-overnments did I behold such soualid wretchedness as
I have since my return in the very heart of a Christian Coun-
try." He berated the Lords for their methods of dealing with
the s ituation, and pointed out that force alone would not pac-
ify the people, that death to many of them was a welcome deliv-
erer fr^m misery. A few days later Byron wrote a verse, an
address to Princess Charlotte, commemorating an event at which
she burst into tears because of a breach between her father,
the Prince Regent, and the 'Whig Party,
"Weep daughter of a Royal line,
A Sire's disgrace, a realm's decay;
Ahl happy.' if each tear of thine
Could wash a father's fault away
J
Weep - for thy tears are Virtue's tears-
Auspicious to these suffering isles;
And be each drop in future years, j
Repaid thee by thy people's smiles."
When the Catholic question was being discussed his sarcasm
once more waxed bitter. He pointed out that England sent aid
to her Cftholic allies, Spain, Portugal, and Sicily, but consistently
refused it to the four millions of her Catholic subjects at home.
Byron p-rew so discontented ' that the sight of a certain bishop
sent him to venomous composing.
I. Raymond p. 51

"'Tig said Indifference marks the present time,
Then hear the reason-though 'tis told in rhyme-
A king who can't, a Prince of Wales who don't,
Patriots who shan't, and Llinisters who won't.
What matters who are in or out of place, j
The Mad, the Bad, the Useless, or the Base?"
Many felt that if Byron had stayed in the Parliament he would
have made a success. At least he was becoming increasingly
obnoxious to the party in power,
In 1815 Byron made a rather unfortunate marriage and his
wife soon left him, This, added to his unpopularity made it
so uncomfortable for him that he felt that "if what was whis-
pered, and muttered, and murmured, was true he was unfit for Eng-
land; if false, England was unfit for him.1* So he left never to
see his native land again.
Lord Byron refuser! to visit France, but enjoyed a short stay
in Switzerland. He was welcomed in Italy and spent most of his
life there. While in Italy he kept up his radical views, and
was watched carefully by the Italian o fficials ,and not with-
out just cause. He could not rejoice because Ilapoleon had
been defeated. He did not feel that the world was better for
it.
"Is Earth more free?
Did nations combat to make One submit?
Or league to teach all Kings true sovereignty?
What? Shall reviving Thraldom again be
The patched up idol of enlightened days?
Shall we who struck the lion down, shall we
Pay the Wolf homage? proffering lowly gaze
And servile knees to Thrones? Nol prove before
ye praise]' 1
Keeping in touch with his own country, Byron agair >nd again
I. Raymond p. 69 2. Ibid p. 105
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attacked the conditions to be found there. In the Age of
Bronze he attacks the landlords , the rents, and the Corn Laws.
He derives the landlords for overthrowing Napoleon, who could
have kept up the price much better than they. Of the con-
ditions he writes.
"Alas the country.1 how shall tongue or pen
Bewail her now uncountry p-entleraen?
The last to bid the cry of warfare cease,
The first to make a malady of peace.
For what were all these country patriots born?
To hunt, and vote, and raise the price of corn?
But corn like every mortal thing must fall,
Kings, conquerors, and markets most of all.
But where is now the goodly audit ale?
The purse proud tenant never known to fail?
The farm which never yet was left on hand?
The marsh reclaim 1 d to most improving land?
The impatient hope of the expiring lease?
The doubling rental? What an evils peace]
In vain the prize exites the ploughman's skill,
In vain the Commons pass their patriots bill;
The land self-interest groans from shore to shore,
For fear that plenty should attain the poor.
Up, up again ye rent si exalt your notes
Or else the ministry will lose their votes,
And patriotism. so delicately nice, j
Her loaves will lower' to the market price;"
Tory politicians found that the peer whom they had striven
to banish and subdue had by no means been quieted. There was no
banishing the man. In the winter of I8I6-I8I7 when the Luddites
had resumed their breaking of frames, he wrote this ballad which
was so revolutionary that it was not published until after his
death.
"As the liberty lads o'er th' sea
Bought their freedom, and cheaply, with blood,
So we, boys, we
7/ill die fighting, or live free,
And down with all lings but King LuddJ
I. Tha Age of Bronze 14 Cambridge Edit. p. 306

Wferen the #eb that we weave is complete,
And the shuttle exchanged for a sword,
'.7e wll'3 fling the winding sheet
O'er the despot at our feet,
And dye it deep in the gore he has pour'd.
Though "black a3 his heart is its hue,
Since his vier;s are corruptee' to mud,
Yet this is the dew
Which the tree shall renew
Of Liberty, planted hy IuddJ"I
In 1819 was starte"! Don Juan ,a scathing satire. In it he
attacked both Southey and iVordsworth, and as for Castlereagh,he
was chastised with a severity hardly equalled in English lit-
erature. Byron calls Castlereagh "cold-blooded" ."smooth face
placid recreant", "a tinkering slave maker who mends old chains
with God and man's abhorence for its gains." Referring to the
high taxes he says-
"Even Conscience, too has a tourrh job
To make us understand each good old maxim c
So good- I wonder Castlereagh don't tax 'em."
and upon his death-
"Tftiere is Napoleon the Grand? God knows:
"/here little Oaailerea p-h? the '''evil can tell." 3
He did not stop at attacking Castlereagh however, but describes
in no pleasant terms the political conditions as a -'hole.
"-I have seen
The House of Commons turn'd to a trx trSp-
I have seen that afid affair' of the late Queen-
I have seen crowns worn instead of Pool's cap
I have seen a Congress *oing all that's mean
I have seen some nations like overloaded asses
£ick off their burthens, meaning the higher classes*"^
Byron it seems cannot express in strong enough terms his contempt
for Wellington. He calls him "the best of cut-throats" , "Savior
I.Raymond p. Ill £• Lon Juan Canto 2 203 3. Don Juan
4. Don Juan Canto II
•
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of the nations, not yet saved",and Europe's Liberator , still
enslaved." Wellington "had been given an immense pension at
a time when England coul^ not pay what ahe already owed.
"The Duke of Wellington has ceased to show
Eis orders, also to receive his pensions
7/hich are the heaviest our country mentions."
Even his greatness and service to his country an rl the world
is questioned.
"Wellington for Villainton -for fame)
Though Britain owes (and pays you too) so much
Yet Europe doubtless owes you more
You have repair 1 d Legitimacy's crutch."
and
"If you have acted once a generous part,
The world, not the world's masters will decide.
And I shall be flighted to learn who
Save you and yours, have gained by Waterloo."
"There is no doubt that your Reserve your ration
But pray give back a little to the nation. "I
Byron doea not hesitate to express his feelings of revolt.
"But never mind; God save the Xing an* "kings
For if he *on't I doubt if men will longer.
I think I hear a little bird who sings
g
The people by and by will be the stronger."
The quotations given here are those pertaining to political
subjects, but this poem shows as well Byron's revolt against
the social laws. While Shelley revolted against social con-
ventions, we fin* in his writings that he was ever striving
for an ideal. We can find no such excuse for Byron's revolt.
While In Switzerland Byron formed a friendship with Shelley,
and the two were together often during the years they spent in
Italy. Both were outcasts from their homeland because of their
I.Don Juan Canto 8 2, Ibid.
w
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revolt against society. Their views were similar enough
for them to get along together, but in many respects they
disagreed. Shelley in his poetry was always the idealist,
hut in his prose wfl find some very practical suggestions
on the subject of reform. Byron was not the idealist, yet
he had no practical ideas for reform in England. He active-
ly carried on in Italy, however, toward a Neapolitan Revolu-
tion, showing his revolt in active work. Shelley and Leigh
Hunt were anxious to have Byron join with them in editing
a sort of poetic-political journal. Shelley's death upset
the plans somewhat, but in 1822 the Liberal was published
with Hunt and Byron as contributors. In it appeared the
Visi on of Judgment and the three epitaphs on Castlereagh
for which he was harshly condemned in England.
"Oh Castlereagh. thou art a patriot now;
Cato died for his country. so didst thouj
He perished rather than see Rome enslaved,
Thou cutt'st thy throat that Britain may be saved."
"So Castlereagh has cut his own throatj The worst
Of this is - that his own was not the first."
"So he has cut his throat at last.1 HeJ Who?
The man who cut his country's long ago. "I
Most people will agree that these would have been better left
unwritten, and it certainly would have been more magnanimous of
Byron to have left these sentiments unexpressed. The paper was
not a success, and to repair his own prrstige Byron wrote The Age
of Bronze? But he could not hope that this would placate his en-
emies. It is quite clear that Byron could not have been tamed to
do his stint as a journalist. The paper was edite* only a few times
I. Cambridge Edit. p. 238 *see p. 46
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Byron heard and answered the call of the Greeks who rere
fighting for freedom. Leaving Italy he embarked once more to
fight for his principle of revolution and liberty, this time
giving his life for it* in 1824, honored and praised in every
country save his cm. Even today England does not recognize
this son with any memorial as have the o$her poets. Byron
would have liked to have seen England once more before he died.
Eis thoughts roamed to Italy, but at the last it was of Greece
he spoke-" I have given her my life J What could I do more?"
Byron like Shelley did not live to see the real struggle for
reform in England but he doubtless would have been a staunch
supporter of the people in their struggle.
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Chapter 4
In striking contrast to the three poets and idealists
just described is William Cobbett,a journalist and active
political propagandist in the reform period. He like the
others did not always see the future clearly but he was more
matter of fact and nearer to the common people than any other
writer of the times. He was the most remarkable of the writers
who led the rural population and the working- class in their
demand for reform. Through his Political Register h e reached
all the rural homes in England, &hd through his letters fpublished
in this paper) describing rural and political conditions, he
kept the country side informed.
'.Villiam Cobbett was born in 1762, the son of a Surrey farmer,
living through the period of the American Re volution, he con-
tinually heard the political discussions of the day, and became
interested. After spending some years as a solicitor's clerk
and a private in the army, he went to America, opening a book-
seller's shop in Philadelphia in 1792. In 1801 he returned to
England and set up a morninr paper in which he warmly supported
Pitt. This failed and he started the Political Register . At
first he '"as patronized by the ministry, but in 1805 he became
an eager radical and a formidable opponent of the party in power.
He was in constant touch with the rural folk, for he travelled
all over England talking to the people, and writing letters de-
scribing the conditions he found, which are now collected in a
t
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volume Eural Eides .
In these letters he describes wonderfully hut pitifully
the conditions to he found in England. Of one town he writes.
"The labourers seem miserably poor. Their dwellings are little
better than pig beds and their looks indicate that their food
is not nearly equal to that of a pig. Their wretched hovels
are stuck upon little bits of ground on the roadside. ... In
my whole life I never saw wretchedness equal to this, no, not
even amongst the free negroes in America who on the average
do not worlk one day out of four. And this is prosperity is
it? These, oh Pitt are the fruits of thy hellish system. 1,1 A
little later on he writes. "The Tillages (Hampshire, Surrey, and
Sussex) are all in a state of decay. The farm buildings drop-
ping down bit by bit. The produce is fl ragged by a few great
farmers to a few spots and all the rest is falling into decay.
If this infernal system could go on for forty years longer, it
would make all the labourers as much slaves as the negroes are
and subject to the same sort of discipline and management."
He depicts the people as too much depressed by taxation and
dispirited by poverty to be able any longer to take an interest
in public affairs except so far as they immediately affected
their economic condition. In his Political Register of August
16,1816 he says that he himself lived in a district where the
people had been better off, but now misery has found them out.
"I could name numerous individuals who are actually become a
sort of skeleton. "He shows that although three hundred men have
applied to him for work and though his crops demand labor of
I. Eural Eides vol.1 p. 2
1
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more than that,he could not hire a single one of them. "I
see scores of young men formed "by nature to be athletic,
rosy-cheeked, and bold...es thin as herrings dragging their
feet after them as pale es a ceiling, and sneaking about
like "beggars.'* In 1810 he was prosecuted for some re-
marks on a military flogging, and was imprisoned for two
years at Newgate. During this time his power as a writer
seemed to increase.
Cobbett was so interested in the distress of the day and
the need for reform that he lowered the rrice of The Political
Register fhence the nickname Tuppenny Trash), so that in this
way his paper might reach even the poorest homes in rural
England. Previous to this the papers had been read aloud in
the taverns and road houses to the men gathered there, hut
these had been threatened with revoked licenses if this was
continued. In his first cheap number November 2, I8I6,Cobbett
addressed the Journeymen and Labourers. In the opening part
of the article he maintained that the whole of the country's
wealth and resources were the outcome of the labour of the
people. Not only this but that they had by their arms secured
its safety and upheld its fame. Military commanders received
their rich rewards but they could not have achieved victory
alone. "With this correct idea of your own worth in your
minds, with what indignation you must hear yourselves called
the Populace, the Rabble, the mob, the Swinish multitude, and
with what greater indignation, if possible, must hear the pro-
jects of these cruel, and insolent men, who now that you have
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been, without any fault of yours brought into a state of
misery, propose to narrow the limits of parish relief, to
prevent you from marrying in the days of your youth, or to
thrust you out to seek your bread in for ign lands?" The
cause he asserted was the enormous amount of the taxes which
the government compelled them to pay for the support of the
army, its placemen, its pensioner^ jand the like, for the payment
of interest on the debt. After pointing out that the burden
of the debt on the taxpayer had increased by the introduction
of inconvertible paper money he said,"7/e next come to consider
what have been the causes of this weight of taxes. Here we
must go back a little in our history and you will soon see
that this intolerable weight has all proceeded from the want
of Parliamentary reform." He shows that Parliament and through
it the government of England was in the hands of a small num-
ber who turned their power to selfish ends. To deprive them
it was necessary that the House of Commons should be elected
by the bulk of the people and in this way be amenable to the
nation. After pointing out the evils of the existing system,
he points out what to him appears to be the only remedy, namely
a reform of the Commons. "If the Skulkers will not join you,
if the Meeent fireside gentry 1 still keep aloof
,
proceed by
yourselves. Any man can draw up a petition and any man w&tf'
can carry it to London with instructions to deliver it into
trusty hands to be presented whenever the House shall meet."
When all London was yet rejoicing on 7/ellington hats and
Wellington boots, Cobbett asserts that the celebrated victory
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of Waterloo had caused England more real shame, more real
disgrace, more debt,more distrea9 t and more misery amongst
the working class, more injuries of all kinds, than the king-
dom could ever have experienced by a hundred defeats whether
by sea or land. Later he says thst before the year 1816 had
expired , affairs began to take a different turn; agricultural
distress began to make the nation listen to the call for Par-
liamentary reform, and the latter part of tHe year saw the
kingdom agitated from one end to the other.
Conditions in industry were as wretched as those among the
farmers. "Talk pf vassalsl Talk of villains.* Talk of serfs.1
Are there any of these, or did feudal times ever see any of them
so debased, so absolutely slaves, as the poor creatures who in
the "enlightened Horth" are compelled to work fourteen hours
a day in a heat of 84: and who are liable to punishment for
looking out at a window of the factory.""1'
Cobbett attacked the political conditions of the day as
vigorously as he did the social conditions. This advertisement
appeared in the Morning Post—
"A Borough - A gentleman of fortune and respectability
will hear of one by immediately applying to Mr. Prince Book-
seller, Old XJorth Street Red Lion Square."
Cobbett in his political Register calls attention to these
transactions and shows the absurdity of calling a general Par-
liamentary election an appeal to the people. "Fifty-seven of
th'se advertisements have I read in the London daily papers,
and I defy any man living to produce me,intthe history of the
whole world, anything so descriptive of national degradation.
•
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Grod preserve us from a revolution in the usual sense of the
word, but a change and a great change too, must come, and come
it will in one way or another and that at no distant day."
The futility of appealing for justice or even an investi-
gation o ° conditions to the existing House of Commons is clearly
shown in a letter which discusses the large tracts of forest
Hand held b^ a certain lord, and from which the public geta .no
benefit, "Although it is a matter of public importance there
is no way to obtain an investigation. There is no man in Par-
liament who will call for one, a dissolution of Parliament
wuuld not mend the matter because the same men would be re-
turned, and they are the same men who have been there for thirty
years and will be and must be until a reform. If one member
dies, another takes his place, but it is the same body, aitf as
long as it is, things will go on as they are. However, a3
Mr. Canning saya,the body 1 works well" we must not say to the
I
contrary." "Talk of reducing rents indeedj Talk of gen-
erous landlords.1 It is the public that lets its houses, and
manors, and mines, and farms at a cheaj rate. It certainly
would not be so good a landlord if it had a reformed Par^ia-
ment to manage its affairs." And he adds that it is to the
interest of the rich tenants and corporations to see that the
public does not secure such a Parliament.
The Poor Laws which had been passed for parish relief by the
men in Parliament who were not affected did more harm than good.
"The magistrates who settle on what . the labouring poor ought to
I. Eural Rides vol.1 p. 182
* see p.5
2. Ibid p.I»3

have to live on allow then less than is allowed the felons
in gaols, and allow them nothing for clothing, fuel, and rent.
Meanwhile the King has "been advised to tell Parliament and.
the world that the country is in a state of unexampled pros-
perity, and that the prosperity must be permanent because all
the Great interests are prospering. "THE tOH&lrfG PEOPLE ARE
NOT THEN A" GREAT INTEREST" THEY 7/ ILL BE FOUND TO 3E BY AND
BY. "
1
As for the clergy Cobbett writes." There are no men in
England who ought to wish for reform so anxiously as the
working clergy of the Church of England; we are all oppressed:
but they' are oppressed and insulted more than any men that
2 *
ever lived in the world.
*
After the passage of the Six Acts* we find Gobbet aroused
again. "I call upon mankind to witness this scene; and to say
whether the like of this was ever heard of before. It is a
state of things where all is out of orderjwhere self-preser-
vation that great law of nature seems to be set at defiance;
for here are farmers unable to pay men for working for them
and yet compelled to pay them for working in doing that which
is really of no use to any human being. Hundreds of things
want doing and yet to all intents and purposes thay are digp-ing
holes one day and filling them up the next or as uselessly
employed. Is this LIr. Canning's Sun of Prosperity? Is this
the way to increase or preserve a nation's wealth?Is this a
sign of wise legislation and good government? Does this thing
I. Rural Rides 2. Ibid. * see p.7 * see p. 14
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"work well" Mr. Canning? Does it prove that we want no
change? True you were horn under a Kingly government and
so was I ss well as you: hut I was not born under the Six
Acts, nor was I born under a state of things like this. I
was not horn under it: and with God's help I will change it
if I can." 1
Cohhett likewise made himself heard when England was a-
rouped ovrr the Queen Carolin affair*, in fact he wrote the
letter which ?he sent to the Xing which was returned unopened,
"You have cast upon me every slur to which the female charac-
ter is liable. Instead of loving, honouring, and cherishing me,
agreeably, to your solemn vow, you have pursued me with hatred
and scorn and with all me c ns of destruction. Bavin* left me
nothing but my innocence, you--would now by a mockery of justice,
deprive me even of the reputaion of possessing that If my
life would have satisfied your I.Iajesty,you should have had it
on condition of giving me a place in the same tomb with my
childjbut since you would send me dishonoured to the grave,
I will resist th~ attempt with all the means which it shall
please God to give me." 2
One of the factors which made conditions so hard was the
immense war debt and Cobbett believed that the French war had
been an unnecessary. He remarks that the object of the British
government was to make the French people miserable by forcing
the Bourbons back upon them, to degrade France, to make the French
people wretched; and then to say to the English people "Look
I. Rural Rides vol.1 p. 126 2. Slater p. 73 *see p.14

there - see what they have $©t by their attempts to obtain
liberty." He points out in the same letter the fortifications
constructed in England. He points derisively to a canal thirt
feet wide which #as to keep out inval r rg who had marched all
over Europe crossing the Ehine and other rivers, He points to
Dover Cliff which had been excavated until it resembled a hive
of caves, and he suggests with impudence that the holes would
serve to hide Englishmen from Frenchmen. This cliff is almost
unscalable while the rest of the surrounding coastline is flat
and it was on the latter plain that the early invaders of had
landed, and he asks, HT»7hat the devil should they come to this
hill for then?"
Referring to pensions which only helped to increase this
debt, he addresses Canning and says that there is no one but
a fool or a rogue who would accuse any of the officials of
having nothing in view but the emoluments of office for they
seem to bear in mind the maxim of St. Paul that it is being
worse than heathen to neglect one's kindred, for most of the
publie men with filial, paternal and conjugal tenderness , take
care to make pretty decent provision for their mothers , fathers
sisters, brothers, wives, children, and other relations. There i
a trifling difference however, he points out, in that Si. Paul
seems to have meanjr such provisions to come from the man's own
private means, while the provisions he is speaking of proceeds
from the means of the public and those means too of which
member.-: of the House of Commons are by the constitution, con-
sidered the stewards.
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Col)' ett continually exhorts th§ people to Increase" their
demand for reform en* he 3173 of them. "And Sir, whether you
believe me or not, it is my decided opinion, that the people
high and low with one unanimous voice, except where they live
upon thf taxes, impute their calamaties to the House of Cornrr.ons.
He goes on to say that whether or not they are right is not
the question, and that he himself would he pained to see the
form of government changed as would an;> man in England. "With
King, Iords,and Commons this nation has enjoyed many ages of
glory. Without the Commons my opinion is that it can never
see anything but misery and shame; and yet when I say Commons,
I mean Commons, and 'by Commons, I mean men elected by the free
voice of the untitlrd and unprivileged part of the English
people who in fact as well as in law are the Commons of England."
Cobbett tells us quite clearly what he desired in the
reform movement .which was not quite so clear in the case of the
poets. "I am for a reform as soon as possible even though it
be not at first precisely what I could wish; because if the
debt blow up before the reform ^a"ke place, confusion and uproar
there must be, and I do not want confusion and uproar. I am for
a rrform of some sort and soon.... I want to see other men in
the House.... I have seen all the same faces and names, all my
lifetime; I see that neither ad jounoment , nor prorogation, nor
dissolution, makes any change in the men. I want to see some
fresh faces and to hear a change of some sort or other in the
sounds. A 'hear, hear* coming everlastingly from the same mouths
is what I, for my part am tired of.
I.Eurual Rides p. 205 2. Ibid. p. 189

Cobbett kept up his agitation until the Reform Bill was
finally passed. After the defeat of the second bill in the
House of lords he wrote. "To describe the agitation in London
an? the anger of the people against the Lords, the Bishops,
Wellington, and particularly against the King, is a task no
tongue or pen can perform. Eve -; man you met seemed to be
convulsed with rage: to refuse to pay taxes was amongst the
mil^^gt of the measures that we 'e proposed at the various
meetings: the language of the newspapers especially with re-
gard to the Xing, Queen, and divers members of the royal fam-
ily was such as to make one doubt the evidence of one's senses
and yet it was a very inadequate representation of what was
issuing from people's mouths. A cry for a republic was pretty
general. .. .Res istance in every shape and form was publicly
proposed; and amongst the means intended to defeat the King and
the new Minister was most effective of all means, a run upon the
for gold. This was recommended in a placard posted up all over
T
London in the following words. "To stop the Duke, go for goldJ"
In 1831 Cobbett was prosecuted for libel for intent to
arouse discontent in the minds of the labourers , but was acguitted.
This was almost the last occasion on which an English ministry
endeavored to restrain the political utterances of the press
by legal proceedings. In 1832 he became a member of the re-
formed Parliament but failed to play any important part in the
House. He soon retired and died in 1835. In estimating the
practical influence of these men on the Reform Bill, Cobbett
surely leads, but each in his way did his bit in this period,
even Wordsworth.
I. Political Register May 19, 1832.

SUM1AF.Y
The years between 1815 and 1832 form one of the most
important periods in English History. Prom the time of
Magna Charta the world listened to the "rights of Englishmen".
In 1776 the American Colonies revolted because they thought
these rights were disregarded. But even in England itself
the power was not in the hands of the masses, and was grow-
ing more autocratic as the years passed on. It was certain
that true Ene-lishmen would not permit this to go on much
longer. These years mark the period of their greatest
struggle for reform.
The writers of the day took a tremendous interest in
the wrongs of their fellow men. William Cobbett,a farmer
himself, was perhaps closer to the poor people than the poets
of th day, and his work played a more influential part. His
paper The Political P»egistpr reached every home in rural
England. Much of his time was 3pent in trips through the
country writing comments on economic and political phe- ~s of
the life. These were subsequently published in his register".
Cobbett attacked with great vigor everybody and everything
that was popular and championed the downtrodden. Pew have
within so brief a period achieved so remarkable a career, or
gained under similar circumstances an equal reputation. Al-
though he did. not write in verse
:
his descriptions of the coun-
try in his ' .Rural Rid eg are worthy of a poet. His descriptions
of the existing conditions though, as many of his critics say,

ir.ay. .be exaggerated .picture for his reader the terrible
distress and certainly accomplish their end, in stirring
the poor man to agitate for reform.
William Wordsworth, strongly influenced by the French
Revolution, is at first a strong advocate for the depressed
people, but disappointed in French results, he almost drops
from the political life of his own country. His poems on
England are in most cases ideals which he holds for her and
which are at the time of writing still to be attained.
The industrial conditions of the period are as depress-
ing as those among the agricultural int e rests. England' s bus-
iness was at a very low ebb. Shelley, a younger poet of the
day, took a keen interest in the problems of his country, and
describes in scathing terms the conditions of the working-
man who labored continually, only to the advantage of the
rich man.
If the agricultural and industrial interests were slow-
ly slipping back, political institutions were desd.for it hag
been said that, that which does not move forward or backward
is dead, and the government of England had remained the same
for five hundred years. It seems that everything in England
had changed except her institutions which were stagnant. As
soon as the Continental Wars were over the peorle of England
began to clamor for a reform of Parliament. Many of the seats
in the House of Commons were held by men, who either bought
their seats or were appointed by a lord holding a borough.
The Lords were represented in both houses and the Commons

not at all. Cobbett railed against this state of affairs
and even Byron, a Lord himself , tried to point out to them
in the House of Lords that their methods were wrong.
The ministry passed Poor Laws in an attempt to solve
the distress of the time, which did not accomplish their
purpose, and lowered the moraleof the people, for thousands
"became paupers, which condition was so common that it was
no longer a disgrace. The Debt which had been greatly en-
larged by the war, which gainer} England nothing, only increased
the taxes which were already a burden and made the people
dissatisfied.
Educational facilities were excellent, but they were only
for the wealthy. The middle and lower classes were as a
whole absolutely ignorant and no attempt was made to change
the conditions.
In ecolesiastical circles the privilege of the upper
class was as prevalent as in the social and political circles.
The Church of England held the precedence over the other
forms of religion. Within the church itself the same dis-
tinctions were shown. The higher officials received all the
plums and the parish clergymen got the hard work and the
stones.
The Tory party had. been in power in England for thirty
years. Castlereagh, the Foreign Minister, during the war, was
bitterly hated by the masses. Under him England joined the
Quadruple Alliance and stood on the side of Legitimacy and
Reaction, which was not at all satisfactory to the people.

Byron and Shelley cry out against him time and time again
and his suicide was an occasion of great rejoicing all ov-
er England. The rtcut-throat" was dead, and as he had been
blamed for much of the troubles which were prevalent in
England .perhaps it was thought that some of them would end.
However the distress kept getting worse.
Eiots in England at this time were frequent and these
culminated in the Peterloo Massacre. Whether or not the
soldiers actually killed the people at the gathering or
whether they were trampled in the melee was not known, but
the occasion roused an outcry throughout the country.
Shelley in Italy wrote a group of Sonnets on England and
Liberty following the news of this event, and he wrote as
well the "Masque of Anarchy" which deals with the event
itself. Following this was the Passage of the Six Acts
which took away the right of free speech, writing, end pub-
lic meeting. Cobbett as a journalist attacked this meas-
ure vehemently.
The corruption in the House of Commons, in spite of
protests, got no better. Many were receiving pensions,
a few deserving them, but more who were not. Nothing could
be done for everything relied on what had been done, whether
or not it suited the particular occasion. The agitation for
a peaceful reform increased. The people wanted new men and
new faces in the House of Commons ,and this could never hap-
pen under the existing system.
The conditions in England grew worse as the years passed.
c• v
V*.
Even some of the larger landowners were becoming- hardpressed.
Conditions in Ireland were even worse, and there was grave dan-
ger of a revolt there. To forestall this, the Duke of Welling-
ton, leader of the Reactionary Tories passed the Catholic Eman-
cipation Act and drew the wrath of the nation on his head.
Circumstances were about as bad as they could be when the
King died, which meant a new election. A series of revolutions
were taking place on the continent , and there was danger of an-
other European struggle. Ag there was no promise of reform,
and because of the unpopularity of the Duke of Wellington, even
with his own party, the Whigs got a majority. Almost immediate-
ly a Reform Bill was proposed. After much discussion it was
defeated. The question was put to popular vote and was answered
by an overwhelming majority for the Whigs. The Second Bill was
then proposed, but this was turned down in the House of Lords.
The country by this time was in an uproar and the Third Bill
finally passed the House of Lords in 1832.
Although only the upper middle class was given the vote,
the rotten boroughs were done away with, and the masses had
really beaten the House of Lords. A new road was opened up for
advance in the future and the permanence of the English gov-
ernment was assured for years to come.
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